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Abstract 

Social media treats all users the same: trusted friend or total stranger, with little or nothing in 

between. In reality, relationships fall everywhere along this spectrum, a topic social science 

has investigated for decades under the theme of tie strength. Our work bridges this gap between 

theory and practice. In this paper, we present a predictive model that maps social media data 

to tie strength. The model builds on a dataset of over 3,000 social media ties and performs 

quite well, distinguishing between strong and weak ties with over 86% accuracy. We 

complement these quantitative findings with interviews that unpack the relationships we could 

not predict. The paper concludes by illustrating how modeling tie strength can improve social 

media design elements, including privacy controls, message routing, friend introductions and 

information prioritization. 

KEYWORDS: Facebook, Model, Media Information Social Media, Tie Strength, Social 

networking. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Relationships make social media social. but, distinct relationships play one of a kind role. keep 

in mind the recent exercise of substituting social media friends for classic task references. As 

one hiring supervisor remarked, through the usage of social media “you’ve unfolded your 

rolodex for the entire global peer”. To the dismay of applicants, employers now and again cold 

call social media pals awaiting a process reference “handiest to find which you were just 

consuming friends [1].” Even though in reality not the norm, the tale illustrates a simple fact: 

no longer all relationships are created the same. For many years, social technological know-

how has made lots the identical case, documenting how unique varieties of relationships impact 

people and corporations. on this line of research, relationships are measured inside the forex of  

 

tie energy. free acquaintances, referred to as weak ties, can assist a friend generate innovative 

ideas or find a job [2]. They also expedite the switch of knowledge across workgroups. relied 
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on pals and family, called robust ties, can have an effect on emotional fitness and often be part 

of collectively to guide organizations thru times of crisis [3].  

In spite of many compelling findings alongside this line of research, social media does not now 

include tie power or its instructions. as a substitute, all users are the identical: buddy or stranger, 

with little or nothing in between. Most empirical paintings analyzing huge-scale social 

phenomena follow health. A hyperlink between actors both exists or not, with the relationship 

having few properties of its own [4]. This paper objective to bridge the gap, merging the 

principle behind tie strength with the records behind social media. We cope with one primary 

question. With principle as a manual, can social media information predict tie energy? This is 

more than a methodological or theoretical factor; a model of tie strength has the capability to 

significantly impact social media customers. recollect robotically allowing the pals of robust 

ties to get admission to your profile [5]. Or, as one participant cleverly recommended, remaking 

facebook’s Newsfeed to take away “people from excessive school I do not supply crap 

approximately.” It plays with unexpected accuracy, modeling tie strength to ten-point 

resolution and successfully classifying buddies as robust or weak ties more than eighty-five% 

of the time [6].  

We start by reviewing the principles behind tie electricity, after which discuss its proposed 

dimensions. Using the idea to manual the selection of predictive variables, we subsequently 

give the development of our tie strength version. It plays properly, but not flawlessly. To 

apprehend our version’s obstacles, we also give the outcomes of observation-up interviews 

about the friendships we had the most problem predicting. The paper concludes by means of 

making use of our findings in the direction of implications for principle and exercise. In this 

section we review tie strength and the substantial line of research into its characteristics. We 

then discuss four researchers’ proposals for the dimensions of tie strength, laying a foundation 

for our treatment of it as a predictable quantity. The section concludes by introducing the 

research questions that guide the rest of this paper.  

 

II. DEFINITION AND IMPACT TIE STRENGTH 

The power of a tie is a (in all likelihood linear) combination of the amount of time, the 

emotional depth, the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal offerings which signify 

the whilst Granovetter left the perfect definition of tie energy to destiny work, he did represent 

two styles of ties, strong and vulnerable. sturdy ties are the people you genuinely trust; human 

beings whose social circles tightly overlap together with your own. frequently, they're 

additionally the people most like you [7]. The young, the surprisingly educated and the 

metropolitan have a tendency to have various networks of sturdy ties. vulnerable ties, 

conversely, are simply pals. weak ties frequently provide access to novel information, facts no 

longer circulating in the carefully knit community of robust ties. 

 

 Many researchers have adopted tie electricity as an analytic framework for studying people 

and groups. (Google pupil, as an instance, claims that over 8,000 papers cite “The power of 

susceptible Ties”) The social aid presented by sturdy ties can without a doubt improve 
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intellectual fitness. Banks that find the right blend of susceptible and sturdy ties to different 

corporations have a tendency to get better monetary offers [8]. It has additionally been shown 

that susceptible ties, rather than sturdy ones, advantage job-seekers. but, socioeconomic 

elegance reverses this impact: task-seekers from decreasing socioeconomic backgrounds 

regularly rely closely on sturdy ties. strong ties among employees from exclusive 

organizational subunits can assist a business enterprise withstand a time of disaster. yet, 

strongly tied coworkers also are those probable to create crises via pushing for institutional 

alternatives. personnel who weakly tie themselves beyond organizational obstacles generally 

tend to get hold of better performance critiques and generate extra creative thoughts. 

susceptible ties also act as a conduit for useful information in computer mediated conversation 

[9].  

However, weak ties regularly depend on a few commonly available media, whereas robust ties 

diversify, communicating through many channels. The Dimensions of Tie Strength at what 

point is a tie to be taken into consideration vulnerable? This isn't always absolutely a question 

for the methodologically curious; the concept makes a curvilinear prediction. How will we 

know where we are in this theoretical curve? Do all four signs remember equally towards tie 

energy? Granovetter proposed four tie energy dimensions: amount of time, intimacy, depth and 

reciprocal services. subsequent research has improved the listing. Ronald Burt proposed that 

structural elements form tie energy, elements like community topology and casual social circle. 

Wellman and Wortley argue that providing emotional aid, along with presenting 

recommendations on own family issues, suggests a more potent tie [10]. 

 Nan Lin, et al., display that social distance, embodied by using factors inclusive of 

socioeconomic popularity, training level, political affiliation, race and gender, influences tie 

power. In concept, tie power has at least seven dimensions and many manifestations. In 

practice, extraordinarily easy proxies have substituted for it: communication reciprocity, 

possessing as a minimum one mutual buddy, regency of conversation and interaction 

frequency. In a 1984 examination, Peter Marsden used survey information from 3 metropolitan 

regions to precisely unpack the predictors of tie power. Even as pretty beneficial, Marsden 

talked about a key difficulty of his paintings: the survey requested contributors to not forget 

their three closest pals together with much less than ten traits of friendship. The existing studies 

may be seen as updating Marsden’s work for the generation of social media [11]. 

 Our paintings differ on the whole in putting and scale. By leveraging social media, individuals 

now not must recollect; we can take advantage of long friend lists and wealthy interaction 

histories. In this way, our paintings also overcome the problem of retrospective informant 

accuracy. Similarly, a tie electricity model built from social media has the potential to feed 

lower back into social media, in ways that gain its users. Reciprocal Services Variables 

Facebook friends have extraordinarily few opportunities to change informational, social or  

 

financial goods. (those practices virtually fluctuate by using social media; remember a 

LinkedIn user who exploits his social capital with the aid of introducing commercial enterprise 

contacts to one another.) To seize Reciprocal services on Facebook, hyperlinks exchanged by 

using wall submit measures the number of URLs passed between pals thru the Wall, a not 
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unusual Facebook practice. further, programs in commonplace refers back to the number of fb 

programs a participant and pal proportion. fb packages usually provide a tightly scoped carrier 

(e.g., displaying a digital bookshelf on a profile) and regularly unfold among buddies by phrase 

of mouth. 

 

Structural Variables 

Facebook allows users to join organizations prepared around specific topics and pastimes. 

organizations in common refers back to the variety of fb companies to which both the playerand 

the buddy belongs. Normalized TF-IDF of pastimes and about measures the similarity between 

the free text pastimes and about profile fields. It does so with the aid of computing the dot 

product among the TF-IDF vectors representing the textual content. TF-IDF is a preferred 

records retrieval method that respects the baseline frequencies of various words in the English 

language. We additionally measured the number of overlapping networks, the variety of 

Facebook networks to which both the player and the pal belong.  

Facebook networks frequently map to universities, organizations and geographic regions. 

Emotional Support Variables in a way similar to the content analysis variables described above, 

Wall & inbox positive emotion words are two variables referring to matches against the LIWC 

category Positive Emotion. The Positive Emotion category includes words like birthday, 

congrats and sweetheart. Similarly, Wall & inbox negative emotion words are two variables 

counting matches in the Negative Emotion category, including words like dump, hate and 

useless. We also recorded the number of gifts given between a participant and a friend. A 

Facebook gift is a small icon often given to a friend to show support. Gifts sometimes cost a 

small amount of money. Social Distance Variables We measured the difference in formal 

education between a participant and a friend in terms of academic degrees.  

It is computed by searching for the letters BS, BA, MS, MA, JD, MD and PhD in the education 

profile field. Educational difference measures the numeric difference between a participant and 

a friend along a scale: 0: None, 1: BS/BA, 2: MS/MA, 3: JD/MD/PhD. 1,261 people in our 

dataset completed the politics profile field. Of those, 79% reported their political affiliation as 

very conservative, conservative, moderate, liberal or very liberal. Assigning a scale in that 

order, Political difference measures the numeric difference between a participant and a friend. 

While the education and politics scales do not completely reflect the diversity of our sample, 

they do provide useful tools for assessing the importance of these variables for the majority of 

it. Demographic and Usage Variables Finally, in addition to the variables described above, we 

collected demographic and usage information on our participants and their friends: gender,  

 

 

number of applications installed, number of inbox messages, number of wall posts and number 

of photo comments. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
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In this paper, we have revealed a specific mechanism by which tie strength manifests itself in 

social media. Many paths open from here. Social media designers may find traction fusing a 

tie strength model with a range of social media design elements, including privacy controls and 

information prioritization. Our follow-up interviews suggest profitable lines of future work. 

We hope that researchers in this field will find important new theoretical questions in this work, 

as well as opportunities to use tie strength to make new conclusions about large-scale social 

phenomena. We believe this work addresses fundamental challenges for understanding users 

of socio-technical systems. How do users relate to one another in these spaces? Do the data left 

behind tell a consistent story, a story from which we can infer something meaningful? We think 

this work takes a significant step toward definitively answering these questions.  
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